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TUNDRA COMMENT - Naira Devaluaion
Nigerias devalvering – Kort sammanfattning
Nigeria har sagt att de från och med måndagen den
20 juni skall låta marknaden bestämma priset på
Nairan, efter att den nigerianska centralbanken (CBN)
har stabiliserat kursen kring 197 Naira per USD. Ett
resultat av CBNs fasta kurs har varit en klart
försämrad likviditet i marknaden och lett till att stora
delar av ekonomin fått det svårt. Läget har försämrats
markant under året och för första kvartalet 2016
redovisade Nigeria en negativ BNP-utveckling. En
devalvering har varit på agendan länge och är en av de
viktigaste faktorerna för att återställa internationella
investerares förtroende för Nigerias ekonomi. Vi är nu
mer positiva på den långsiktiga potentialen i Nigeria,
och vi tror fortsatt att landet erbjuder den största
potentialen i Sub-Sahara Afrika, men den närmaste
tiden kommer att bli volatil, särskilt den kommande
första veckan med den nya valutapolicyn. Värdet (i
SEK) på våra nigerianska innehav kommer att sjunka
kraftigt på måndag, men marknadsreaktionen bör även
fortsatt vara positiv och det är möjligt att den initiala
devalveringseffekten är neutraliserad av högre
aktiekurser inom några veckor. Nedan följer en
närmare beskrivning av situationen på engelska.
Background
Even though oil is less than 15% of GDP in Nigeria,
90% of Nigeria’s FX revenue and more than 60% of
Government revenue come from the sale of oil related
products. The fall in oil price has led to enormous
pressure on the foreign exchange reserve and
government spending capabilities. But the government
has, unlike most other large oil exporting economies
like Russia and Kazakhstan, resisted devaluing the
currency. And even though oil has come back from its
lows it’s still a long way back to USD 100/bbl.

To preserve the FX reserve, which has declined from
USD 40 bln in 2014 to USD 26 bln today, CBN
introduced several administrative measures to
decrease the demand, without any significant success.
Since Nigeria imports’ a lot of basic necessities for
day-to-day life, such as rice and petrol (yes they

export oil but import the refined petrol) the measures
instead led to increased demand in the “parallel
market” (basically black market) where the Naira
now trades around 350 per USD (compared to the
official rate of 197 per USD). One of the reasons
CBN as well as president Buhari have raised against
devaluing the currency is the lack of benefits for the
country and that it would hurt the lowest income
groups since it would soon transfer into price
inflation. The current policies however led to
inflation anyway since importers had to go to the
parallel market for their foreign currency. It also led
to petrol shortages since the fuel importers stopped
importing when they couldn’t access USD through
the Central Bank any longer, which hurt their
margins and eventually led to a loss making business
(since pump prices are regulated).
Wake Up Call
The fuel shortage together with the negative GDP
growth in Q1 2016 served as a brutal wake up call
that the current situation was not working and a first
step was to partly deregulate the fuel prices and
come up with a new formula that based the price on
an FX rate of around 285 per USD. For the
consumers that meant paying almost 50% more than
before, but on the other hand supply was no longer
an issue. And with inflation rising rapidly (+15.6% in
May YoY), GDP growth stalling, the resurgence of
attacks on crucial oil pipelines, trying to finance a
huge budget deficit (caused by a very expansionary
budget to restore growth) the president as well as
CBN now have come to their senses and adjusted the
FX policy. From June 20th the price of the Naira will
be set by the market, although CBN will selectively
intervene in the market.
Where do we go from here?
The market was looking for a devaluation to at least
NGN 280 per USD and with as little involvement
from CBN as possible, so in that respect the new
structure is good. It doesn’t take much to improve
from the current situation, but restoring full
confidence from the investment community will be a
longer process. A year ago it would have been much
smoother, but later is better than never. President
Buharis’ commitment to crack down on corruption
and deal with Boko Haram as well as the Niger Delta
Avengers (the group behind most of the attacks on
oil pipelines), should find it easier to finance his
expansionary budget which should restore growth.
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Where do we go from here – cont.

Effect on our funds - Expect volatility

And longer term this was a band aid that needed to be
ripped off even though the short term effects will be
painful before we see things improve.
On Monday June 20th, when the new guidelines are
implemented, we will see a significant devaluation of
the Naira. We can’t be sure on how much, since it will
be set by the market. Our “guesstimate” is that it will
be very volatile first couple of days when pent up
demand is released and (supposedly) met by new
inflows attracted by the much improved investment
case. It is more likely that the market overshoots on
Monday than the opposite, with new investors taking a
wait-and-see approach. We could see the currency fall
to where the black market rate has been of late,
around 350 per USD, but judging by most analysts’
views on fair value the Naira should stabilize below
300 per USD, a 30% devaluation. There is possibility,
but less likely, that CBN intervenes already on Monday
to make the initial fall less dramatic and tries to
stabilize the Naira around 250 per USD.

The Nigerian holdings in our funds will most likely
lose around 30% initially (in USD terms), so for the
Nigeria & SSA Fund (where Nigeria has to be at least
51% of assets) will see an initial hit on the NAVs of
around 15%. The interest in the Nigerian stock
markets has already increased since details were
released on Wednesday (with market approx. +7% )
and we will most likely see the continued increase in
interest over the coming months. We should see the
effects of the devaluation neutralized within a couple
of weeks, if not days. The Nigerian banks are very
attractively valued, with several of them trading
below 0.5x book value and yielding around 10% so
even a scenario with a sharp rise in NPLs seems to
be priced in.

Effects on companies
The effects on the bottom line for the companies is
difficult to estimate, it obviously depends on their
pricing strategy, but it is likely that consumer
companies will take a bigger hit than the banks, with
consumer income already under pressure it will be
hard to raise prices. Banks on the other hand have
assets in USD that will be worth more in Naira after
the devaluation, and better access to foreign exchange
should lead to more business opportunities. At the
same time banks will see part of their loan book
deteriorate when customers find it harder to service
their loans due to worse profitability. Oil companies
should benefit since they have a lot of their costs in
Naira but revenues in USD. Net net for the market it
should be a positive, since the overvalued Naira has
been one of the main reason for lack of foreign
interest and also led to MSCI now reviewing the
potential exclusion from the Frontier Markets Index (to
be decided in November 2016). That should now be
less likely
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